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I could note a change in my brother. Our lives went on like before, Bob was still our leader and

hero. Bob was more determined than ever to make our school succeed.But for him, it wasn’t

fun any more. He internalized the truth that the entire system was bent on our destruction; that

if we burned down every CPS building in the country, the enemy would still be there, because it

was the system itself that was rotten; that the goon, wearing a ski mask to conceal his identity,

holding Chris’s severed head, and lunging at him with the bloody knife, was the true face of

American “democracy” - embarked upon a single-minded quest to destroy God’s people.My

brother, while outwardly maintaining his optimism and equanimity, and appearing upbeat,

hopeful and confident, became cynical and embittered; and this “grimness” never afterward

lifted from his spirit.I know, because Bob himself confided it to me - and only to me - when we

were alone; not just once, but repeatedly. Bob had always been a bookworm and a superior

student; but now his college work took on a new urgency, as Bob drove himself to get admitted

to the practice of law so that he would be able to himself confront the system on its own turf.As

to our school, it had just the opposite effect. Bob had never managed to do much in the way of

instruction; but he’d always meant to. Now he openly (to us, not to anyone else) scoffed at the

idea that formal education was anything more than another tool the “system” was using to blind

and bind the masses.He still had a keen intellectual curiosity, which he expected us all to

share, and with which he managed to infect us. And he managed to convince us all - because

he believed it to deeply - that it was our duty to God and to ourselves to become as highly

intelligent and competent as we possibly could. And in that sense, we built a high quality

school. But the formal course work languished, because Bob inwardly believed the platitudes

printed in the textbooks were a pack of lies. Not religion, but education, had become “the opiate

of the masses,” in Bob’s view.Sic Semper Tyrannis is a memoir about a time, not so long past,

when men were free, religious values were taken seriously. and parents were allowed to pass

on the cultural heritage to their children without governmental interference. As David Selznick

remarked concerning the Antebellum South, "Look for it only in books, for it is no more than a

dream remembered, a Civilization gone with the wind . . . "This fictional account is the story of

what might have been, had Christian parents possessed the courage of their convictions. It

depicts the use of spanking and other types of physical correction, from the perspective of an

adolescent boy.Twelve year old Billy Martin has been suddenly uprooted from the only home

he knows, in liberal Stockholm, and sent to live with his eighteen year old brother, Bob, who

has recently joined an ultra-conservative religious group in Idaho.Billy, a high-spirited youth,

has been allowed to run at loose ends for his entire life, and has never experienced discipline

of any kind. He now finds himself in a vastly different world. Bob immediately sets about

bringing his kid brother into line, and giving him the “Biblical discipline” that he, and the other

sect members, consider essential to proper child rearing. Billy strives to come to grips with the

new reality.While the characters are wholly imaginary, the issues they confront are real, and

threaten to undermine the very foundations of our civilization. This work does not contain any

erotic material, but is a sobering assessment of today’s child rearing practices in the United

States and Western Europe.This is the thirtieth volume of a more extensive saga, which traces

the course of Billy and his friends as they struggle through the years of adolescence, and

should be required reading for every adolescent boy, his parents, and all those who seek to

influence him.



Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1What Is Finished?I was living

the dream--my dream, anyway. I had finished my bachelor’s degree at the school of my choice,

married the ideal woman, and I was now pursuing studies for ministry in the Presbyterian

Church.Once again, I was at the school I had carefully chosen: Gordon-Conwell Theological

Seminary. My wife, Kimberly, and I had grand expectations, and the school lived up to them.

We were living in a community where ordinary conversation centered on Scripture. I had

classmates who shared my interests and my fervor. On the faculty were scholars of the first

rank, and many were outstanding preachers as well.My Christianity was evangelical in style,

Calvinist in substance. I was aware of the religious marketplace in the Protestant world, and I

chose my denomination as carefully as I chose my college and seminary. At Gordon-Conwell--

unlike most other places on earth--I found myself among people I could call like-minded.

Together we started a weekly breakfast group and called it the Geneva Academy, after the

school founded by our Reformation hero, John Calvin, back in the sixteenth century.I was on a

roll with the choices I’d made. I could not have designed an environment better suited to the

development of the intellectual life I wanted. Don’t get me wrong: there were students and

faculty who disagreed with my friends and me, but we genuinely welcomed their best

arguments. “Iron sharpens iron” (Proverbs 27:17).So the next decision that faced me was

where to go to church. Well-chosen Sunday worship would round out the experience. At the

time I thought of worship as a mostly intellectual exercise, a concentrated Bible study

ornamented with hymns and prayers. Any hint of ritual--liturgy--I dismissed as vain repetition, a

dead work, and precisely the sort of abomination from which the Reformers had freed

Christianity. Liturgy was for the lost: Catholics and Orthodox and their Episcopalian fellow

travelers.I looked around for a while before I found the ideal church. It was in a little town about

a half hour’s ride from where we were living. The pastor was my Hebrew professor. Harvard

educated and on his way to an Oxford doctorate, he would become a hero to me, a friend, a

model, and a mentor. He later went on to well-deserved fame--but all his great gifts were

evident to me the first time I heard him preach.The man made Scripture come alive. His

erudition was vast. His mastery of the ancient languages was complete. He held degrees in

physics, engineering, and divinity. It was evident. Yet he wore it lightly and delivered it with

memorable humor. He labored at his sermons and always strove to find the offbeat detail--

something that would arrive as a novelty and seize the congregation’s attention. Then, once he

had us, he kept us spellbound.Finish LineI vividly remember a sermon he preached on the

Sunday preceding Easter Sunday. People who went to liturgical churches were waving fronds

and calling it “Palm Sunday.” We were having none of that. But even in an evangelical church

we could not ignore the nearness of Easter, and the time between, so our pastor preached that

palmless Sunday about the events of Good Friday.He was always good, but he was never so

good as at that hour, when he seized our attention and fixed it on the cross by which we had

been saved. He was working with the richest material, more precious than gold or silver, and

he didn’t waste the opportunity.He was a master preacher who calibrated his delivery with

precision. But he was also open to the Holy Spirit, and so he would also speak as he was led--

even if he might break his spell by doing so.He was narrating the Passion for us, synthesizing

material from all four Gospels; and as he went along he provided theological commentary

between the lines of the sacred text. At every point, his explication arose as part of the drama,

part of the narrative--never extraneous, always moving it forward.Then he arrived at John

19:30, where Jesus said, “It is finished.” And all of a sudden he just stopped. I thought it was for

dramatic effect. And I’d wager that everyone else thought so, too.When he resumed, however,

he digressed from the homily he had been delivering. He asked us if we had ever wondered



what Jesus meant by “it.” What indeed was finished?Okay, I had been studying homiletics. I

saw what he was doing. He was asking a question of the congregation in order to set us up for

the answer he would now deliver with a wallop. I was all ready. This was going to be good.But

the wallop didn’t arrive. He admitted that he didn’t have an answer. It was clear that this

digression had not been part of his scripted sermon. It was a thought that had momentarily

seized his attention.I sat there squirming, thinking: Of course we know what it is! It is our

redemption. It is finished. Our redemption is finished.As if he could read my mind, however, he

continued: “If you’re sitting there thinking that what Jesus meant is our redemption, you’d better

think again.” He pointed out that, in Romans 4:25, Paul said that Jesus was raised for our

justification. Thus, the job was “finished” not on Calvary that Friday but at the garden tomb the

following Sunday.The pastor admitted that he didn’t know the answer.He just moved on.But I

didn’t. I couldn’t. I don’t think I heard another word of his sermon.I was sitting there, turning the

pages of my Bible and wondering: Okay, then, what is it? What’s finished?Did I sing our closing

hymn? I have no idea.Kimberly and I exited the church to a bright spring day. The pastor was

standing outside, shaking hands as congregants went by.I took his hand and said, “Don’t do

that!”He was taken aback. So I explained what I meant.He said he hadn’t prepared or intended

to ask that rhetorical question. He repeated his assurance that he couldn’t answer it--but then

he assured me that I would.“Dive into it, Scott. Research it, and come back with an answer!”I

spent the rest of Sunday afternoon and evening diving into the text and its context. I wasn’t

finished by that night. I went on to study it for days, for weeks, several months, in fact. You

might say that I’m still researching it today. Search and ResearchMy first round of research was

to return to the text and fixate on it--to read the verse in its original Greek and then in different

translations, to check the classic commentaries and then the more recent interpretations. I

examined the text in context. I considered the small details of the larger passage: the sponge

filled with sour wine, the careful notation of the calendar date, the decision not to break the

dead man’s legs, and the repeated mention of the fulfillment of “Scripture.”All the footnotes and

all the commentators kept directing me back to a single common theme, a story behind--or

within, but certainly inseparable from--the story John was telling in his Gospel. The common

theme was the Jewish festival of Passover. All the surrounding details were related to the

traditional observance of the feast. I had a hunch that the key to the meaning of “It is finished”

was also to be found in Passover. Jesus’ death occurred during Passover, and all the

eyewitnesses were eager to find significance in the providential timing of the event. The day

was in the details--seemingly all the details.The scholarly literature on Passover could fill

libraries, but I entered it with abandon. The commentators, one and all, noted that Passover

was the yearly feast when the people of Israel renewed their covenant with God. And there the

commentaries rang the bell for me. Covenant was a central theme in the theology of my hero,

the Reformer John Calvin--and so, indeed, in the theology of my mentor and pastor. Calvin

believed that covenant was the interpretive key to the whole Bible. Covenant described the

legal bond that had formed and governed humanity’s relationship with God since the dawn of

creation.Whatever “it” might be that was finished, “it” was bound up in the renewal of the Old

Covenant with Israel--and the sealing of the New Covenant with the Church. “It” was, moreover,

something central, not peripheral, to salvation. “It” was not something I could set aside.In time,

“it” would test my connection with the life and the dream I had formed with such

deliberation.But all that came much later. The quest that began in church that Sunday was

simply for a pronoun’s referent. The answer, I was convinced, would be found in the Passover,

the feast that became the subject of my research--and then the subject of this book. Chapter

2Passover and CovenantPassover was the kind of topic that threatened to overwhelm a



student like me. I was, of course, not the first person to recognize its supreme importance. Nor

was I the first to fall into the deep well of research on the subject. Nor am I the first to feel the

urgent need to set my thoughts about Passover down in a book. The volumes I found in

Gordon-Conwell’s library were many and well worn. I lugged them home. I read them hunched

over my desk late into my nights. Then they were waiting for me when I rose from sleep early in

the morning. In one of those books--or in all of them--I was convinced I would find the answer

to the question of what was finished with Jesus’ cry on the cross.More than a century ago, the

Jewish scholar Hayyim Schauss observed that Passover was, for first-century Jews as for

Jews today, “more than a holiday; it has been the holiday, the festival of redemption.”1 Indeed,

in the ancient Jewish sources and the modern, the language of redemption and salvation was

everywhere.To me as a Christian, that seemed providentially appropriate. If Passover is the

festival of redemption for Jews, then Jesus, who was a Jew among Jews, would find it a fitting

time to complete his redeeming work.Jesus did not regard all elements of his heritage as

equally important. He easily dispensed with some customs, while he ardently observed others.

He was willing to heal on the Sabbath, for example, though the Pharisees forbade labor on that

day. He was willing also to keep company with foreigners--and even foreign women--which was

also forbidden by the Pharisees. Yet the Gospels show that he was regular in his Passover

observance, during his childhood and during his public ministry. What, I wanted to know, did

Passover mean to him, and to his neighbors, and to the eyewitnesses who testified in the

Gospels? Plague GroundWhat we now call Passover the ancients called Pesach, and that

Hebrew root means “a passing over” or “skipping” or “sparing.” The feast commemorates the

most dramatic of the many miracles God wrought as he liberated the Hebrews from slavery in

Egypt. The Egyptian ruler, the Pharaoh, refused repeatedly to let his slaves practice their

religion. God met his refusal with a series of plagues visited upon the Egyptian people; but

Pharaoh remained obstinate. Chapter 12 of the Book of Exodus tells the story of the final

plague, which claimed the life of every firstborn male, human and animal, in the land of

Egypt.But God gave Moses and Aaron detailed instructions about a sacrifice the Hebrews

should make--the offering of a lamb, whose blood should be painted on the doorposts and

lintels of their homes. As the angel of death went from one residence to the next, he “passed

over” the families of the Hebrews. Their firstborn sons were spared. They were saved. They

were redeemed. Their lives were bought with the blood of the Passover lamb.It was not the end

of the drama, of course. Everyone knows the rest of the story--if not from the Bible, then from

Hollywood’s renderings. Pharaoh let the Israelites leave his land, but then regretted his

decision and pursued them. The Red Sea parted for the Israelites to pass through, and then

the waters closed upon Pharaoh’s army. Afterward, the Chosen People wandered for forty

years, fed miraculously by God. They received the Law from him. Finally, they entered the

Promised Land.The events were unforgettable. Even so, the Chosen People were prone to

forgetfulness, so God made sure that they would have a fixed means of remembrance.

According to the Book of Exodus, the Lord established Passover as a festival even before the

events were consummated. He said to Moses and Aaron: “This month shall be for you the

beginning of months; it shall be the first month of the year for you” (Exodus 12:2).Moses then

relayed the Lord God’s detailed instructions for a ritual meal, to be celebrated every year on the

anniversary of Israel’s deliverance from Egypt. The main course would always be the lamb

whose blood was smeared by the door. God specified the age and condition of the lamb. He

prescribed the method of preparation and cooking. He indicated also what the side dishes

should be: bitter herbs and unleavened bread.Every ingredient in the meal was a mnemonic

device. The herbs were to remind the people of the bitterness of their life in slavery. The



unleavened bread recalled the hurried preparation of that last meal in Egypt; there was no time

to wait for the dough to rise. The lamb? Well, he died in place of the firstborn.The

commandment was clear. This feast was to be observed in perpetuity. “This day shall be for

you a memorial day, and you shall keep it as a feast to the LORD; throughout your generations

you shall observe it as an ordinance for ever” (Exodus 12:14). Every year, every household in

Israel was to do this in remembrance of the Lord and his mighty deeds.There is, in the Book of

Exodus and in the later literature of the rabbis, a great emphasis on the exactness of the ritual.

There was even a scripted catechetical exchange of questions and answers.And when you

come to the land which the LORD will give you, as he has promised, you shall keep this

service. And when your children say to you, “What do you mean by this service?” you shall say,

“It is the sacrifice of the LORD’s passover, for he passed over the houses of the people of

Israel in Egypt, when he slew the Egyptians but spared our houses.” (Exodus 12:25–

27)Nothing could be so clear as the prescription for this feast. It should have been fail-safe. The

people of Israel could never forget the marvels the Lord had done for them in the Exodus.

Could they? 1. Hayyim Schauss, The Jewish Festivals: A Guide to Their History and

Observance (New York: Schocken Books, 1996, reprint).--This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Review“Read this book. And don’t just read it. Pray about it. Reflect on it. And share it

with others.” —BRANT PITRE, author of The Case for Jesus “The Paschal Mystery is at the

heart of our faith and how we share in Jesus’ death, resurrection, and entrance into glory. In

The Fourth Cup, Dr. Scott Hahn shows the reader how our redemption follows a plan and

pattern established from the very beginning of time. With his exceptional skill as both a scholar

and a master teacher, he guides us on a pilgrimage along the path of the gradual

accomplishment of God’s saving action in history. As always, Dr. Hahn not only enlightens the

reader’s mind, but also touches the heart. A book made for personal spiritual renewal!” —

CARDINAL DONALD WUERL, Archbishop of Washington, D.C., and author of The Mass: The

Glory, the Mystery, the Tradition “Some autobiography, a great deal of theology, the solution to

an old Scriptural puzzle— and tons of puns besides. This book is a feast.” —ROBERT

BARRON, Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles and author of To Light a Fire on the Earth “Scott

Hahn has the rare gift of combining solid, precise, and extensive scholarship (laid out clearly

even for the non-specialist) with fascinating storytelling. Here Hahn communicates a vivid

sense of the presence of the fourth cup today. The completion of Jesus’ Passover is the heart

of God’s covenantal gift, a gift that touches every human being in every age, including today. It

is this sense of presence that makes the book a thrill to read.” —MICHAEL WALDSTEIN, Max

Seckler Professor of Theology, Ave Maria University, Florida “Scott Hahn revolutionizes our

understanding of this sacrament by conveying profound concepts in simple prose. You’ll never

see the Eucharist the same way again after you read The Fourth Cup.” —JENNIFER

FULWILER, SiriusXM radio host and author of One Beautiful Dream --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorDr. Scott W. Hahn holds the Fr. Michael Scanlan Chair of

Biblical Theology and the New Evangelization at Franciscan University of Steubenville, where

he has taught since 1990, and is the Founder and President of the St. Paul Center for Biblical

Theology. In 2005, he was appointed as the Pope Benedict XVI Chair of Biblical Theology and

Liturgical Proclamation at St. Vincent Seminary in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Dr. Hahn is also the

bestselling author of numerous books including The Lamb's Supper and Reasons to

Believe and Signs of Life. He lives in Steubenville, Ohio. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Read more
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Sic Semper Tyrannis ! Volume 30 By Wm. Martin Copyright 2015 Spanked

Teen Disclaimer The author was reared in the southern United States at a time when corporal

punishment was an accepted means of disciplining children, and he experienced such

correction both at home and at school. That discipline, however, was less severe than what is

depicted here. The author opposes child abuse. This story is a fantasy; all characters and

situations are purely imaginary. It is not intended as an endorsement of using corporal

punishment to discipline real children. Its sole purpose is to provide entertainment which its

intended audience, adult evangelical Christian readers of male-male spanking fiction, will not

find offensive. Chapter 279 – “When you’ve worn this paddle out . . . ” Then we got an email

from a Christian school - they’d not been open too long, and they’d been using detention and

lines for discipline, and avoiding paddling the kids; but after looking over our stuff, they’d

decided to start doing it, and wanted Chris to send them a signed paddle they could use.Well,

it was in northern Montana, about two hours’ flight; and Chris decided to deliver it to them in

person, and let them spank him with it. He’d just thought in terms of taking it to the office,

handing it to the principal, and letting the principal spank him. But since Chris is a celebrity,

nothing’s that easy.We wound up having Phil fly Chris and Doug (Chris insists that folks aren’t

going to ignore Doug, on the very sensible premise that, without Doug, he wouldn’t be here)

and me (because I’m his “bestest brother,” and I wanted to go - and when I want to, I usually

get to. I kneel, say “¡Servidor!”, swear I’m no better than the other kids, beg Bob to beat me if

he thinks I’m out of line for asking - and ultimately get my way) to the school.They got all the

kids in the gym, and they had three kids of theirs who’d volunteered to be the first ones

spanked at the school. So they got all six of us up on stage, along with the principal and Phil.

After the kids had all cheered for Chris, he first knelt in front of the principal, bowed his head,

said “¡Servidor!” and told him, “So long as I’m at your school, I acknowledge God gave you the

right to rule me.”Then he continued, “Bro. Phil is the administrator of my school, and he told me

to tell you that I need a paddling to improve my attitude, and to show me who’s boss. Will you

please spank me and teach me to obey?” Then Phil and the principal knelt on either side of

Chris - and Chris prayed, thanking God for someone who “cares enough about me to correct

me.” Well, they’d put a table on the stage, Phil picked him up, carried him over to it, bent him

over it, and held him downChris, like Bob, enjoyed having Phil rough him up, but usually added,

“Please don’t cut my head off again - unless I’ve been really naughty!" But every Wednesday

night, when we did our bedtime devotions, we had a ritual Chris liked. Phil would come (he

usually went to his own home at night); and Chris would go, kneel in front of Hassan, and ask

to borrow his knife; and Hassan made a big deal of offering it to him. Then Chris would kneel in

front of Phil, and ask him to “Do me the honor or permitting me to show my brothers how

completely I trust you.”Phil would then take Hassan’s knife, that Al Achsa had given him to

behead Jews with, grab Chris by his hair until he was standing on tiptoe, with his head back

and his throat exposed, and place the razor-sharp blade against Chris’s windpipe. Chris would

say, “Now, my brothers, you see how completely I trust Bro. Phil. Don’t any of you dare hold a

grudge against him!”Of course, Chris just liked doing it. We all trusted Phil just like we did dad

or Bob (or like I did Frankie), and any of us would have died defending him. But Chris felt like

he wanted to show Phil, each week, that he really did have the spirit of Christ, and had no hard

feelings.Then, one night, Jacob and Hassan wanted to do it. It was probably a little dangerous -

which is what made it challenging and interesting. So we let Hassan grab Jacob, pull his head

back, put the knife against his throat, and scream “Allah al Achbar!” - which is what they’d



taught them to say when they were beheading somebody - and Jacob exclaimed, “You see

how completely I trust my brother Hassan!”Then all the Arab guys wanted to do it. Jacob

admitted that he got an adrenalin rush each time, and found it exciting, and was quite willing.

So one night after supper, all 720 of us trooped over to the gym - and one by one, each of the

104 Arab guys - including Ali, who’d never agreed to behead anybody (the others all had sworn

they would; because he was a Christian, they didn’t expect him to do that part of their

“activities”) - each put on a “kafi” (head scarf), robe, and sandals so they’d look the part, took

the knife, lunged at Jacob shouting “Allah al Achbar!”, pulled his head back, and held the knife

against his throat. Jacob then exclaimed, “You see how completely I trust my brother - ” and

called that kid’s name. Then he’d put the knife down, and each of them would say, “You are my

brother - I love you - I’d die to protect you.”We did it 104 times - it took more than two hours -

most of them had to say all of it in Arabic - which, of course, Jacob could speak fluently. Then

Chris wanted to do it, too - the way we idolized Chris, we’d have done anything he wanted. So

we said, “Sure; which one do you want to ‘jump’ you?”He replied, “Ali.”We asked Ali, since he

wasn’t a Muslim, if he had a problem saying “Allah al Achbar!” He replied, “All my 103 Arab

brothers are Christians now, too, and they said it.”We all said, “OK; duh!” So he and Chris did

it.Of course, none of them had ever had any intention of harming Jacob. In fact, they’d taken it

on as a project that Jacob was going to “double up” with every single one of our Arab brothers.

It would obviously take 104 nights to do so, and they were working their way through it. But it

was important to them, as a symbol that we’d managed to get rid of that racial animosity.Jacob

told us afterward that every single one of them had actually touched the blade against his

throat - and it was a tribute (I guess) to how well Abdul had trained them to use knives, that

after 104 times, not a single one had even nicked the skin of his neck. But we felt we’d proven

to ourselves - and to God - that we really had become “brothers.” We’d video-recorded it - and

instead of showing it on the www all at once, we showed them one at a time, over the course of

several days.Then people wanted us to demonstrate it - so we did. Of course, we could have

used a dull knife - but we made a point of showing the crowd how sharp the knife was, by

slicing a watermelon with it in mid-air, Samurai style, and then doing the “ambush.” A couple of

more things - we always made a point of drawing the Arab guy’s name at random, right there

on the platform, to demonstrate that we trusted any one of them to do it. Shane had managed

to locate some news film of them drilling at their Al Achsa camp - and then demonstrated them

telling Jacob, “You are my brother.” The folks all insisted on seeing it.Then, Ali was the most

accurate knife-thrower of the group. He’d shown us repeatedly how he could sling a sharp knife

through the air and hit a bulls-eye. Then one day, he and Chris got Doug and me and Shane

outside, Chris stood up against the target facing Ali - and from twenty feet away, he threw three

sharp knives, one landing beside each of his ears, and one just above the top of his head.Then

Chris stood sideways to the target, his head tilted back so his throat was completely exposed,

and Ali threw the three knives so each landed in the target with its blade just against his throat,

in an arc. Of course, one slight miss, and Chris would have been dead. That night after supper,

we got the guys together and showed them. Bob had no clue what we were up to - as I’ve said,

he makes it a point of honor not to use his “gift” to catch us doing things.
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from a Christian school - they’d not been open too long, and they’d been using detention and

lines for discipline, and avoiding paddling the kids; but after looking over our stuff, they’d

decided to start doing it, and wanted Chris to send them a signed paddle they could use.Well,

it was in northern Montana, about two hours’ flight; and Chris decided to deliver it to them in

person, and let them spank him with it. He’d just thought in terms of taking it to the office,

handing it to the principal, and letting the principal spank him. But since Chris is a celebrity,

nothing’s that easy.We wound up having Phil fly Chris and Doug (Chris insists that folks aren’t

going to ignore Doug, on the very sensible premise that, without Doug, he wouldn’t be here)

and me (because I’m his “bestest brother,” and I wanted to go - and when I want to, I usually

get to. I kneel, say “¡Servidor!”, swear I’m no better than the other kids, beg Bob to beat me if

he thinks I’m out of line for asking - and ultimately get my way) to the school.They got all the

kids in the gym, and they had three kids of theirs who’d volunteered to be the first ones

spanked at the school. So they got all six of us up on stage, along with the principal and Phil.

After the kids had all cheered for Chris, he first knelt in front of the principal, bowed his head,

said “¡Servidor!” and told him, “So long as I’m at your school, I acknowledge God gave you the

right to rule me.”Then he continued, “Bro. Phil is the administrator of my school, and he told me

to tell you that I need a paddling to improve my attitude, and to show me who’s boss. Will you

please spank me and teach me to obey?” Then Phil and the principal knelt on either side of

Chris - and Chris prayed, thanking God for someone who “cares enough about me to correct

me.” Well, they’d put a table on the stage, Phil picked him up, carried him over to it, bent him

over it, and held him downChris, like Bob, enjoyed having Phil rough him up, but usually added,

“Please don’t cut my head off again - unless I’ve been really naughty!" But every Wednesday

night, when we did our bedtime devotions, we had a ritual Chris liked. Phil would come (he

usually went to his own home at night); and Chris would go, kneel in front of Hassan, and ask

to borrow his knife; and Hassan made a big deal of offering it to him. Then Chris would kneel in

front of Phil, and ask him to “Do me the honor or permitting me to show my brothers how

completely I trust you.”Phil would then take Hassan’s knife, that Al Achsa had given him to

behead Jews with, grab Chris by his hair until he was standing on tiptoe, with his head back

and his throat exposed, and place the razor-sharp blade against Chris’s windpipe. Chris would

say, “Now, my brothers, you see how completely I trust Bro. Phil. Don’t any of you dare hold a

grudge against him!”Of course, Chris just liked doing it. We all trusted Phil just like we did dad

or Bob (or like I did Frankie), and any of us would have died defending him. But Chris felt like

he wanted to show Phil, each week, that he really did have the spirit of Christ, and had no hard

feelings.Then, one night, Jacob and Hassan wanted to do it. It was probably a little dangerous -

which is what made it challenging and interesting. So we let Hassan grab Jacob, pull his head

back, put the knife against his throat, and scream “Allah al Achbar!” - which is what they’d

taught them to say when they were beheading somebody - and Jacob exclaimed, “You see

how completely I trust my brother Hassan!”Then all the Arab guys wanted to do it. Jacob

admitted that he got an adrenalin rush each time, and found it exciting, and was quite willing.

So one night after supper, all 720 of us trooped over to the gym - and one by one, each of the

104 Arab guys - including Ali, who’d never agreed to behead anybody (the others all had sworn

they would; because he was a Christian, they didn’t expect him to do that part of their

“activities”) - each put on a “kafi” (head scarf), robe, and sandals so they’d look the part, took



the knife, lunged at Jacob shouting “Allah al Achbar!”, pulled his head back, and held the knife

against his throat. Jacob then exclaimed, “You see how completely I trust my brother - ” and

called that kid’s name. Then he’d put the knife down, and each of them would say, “You are my

brother - I love you - I’d die to protect you.”We did it 104 times - it took more than two hours -

most of them had to say all of it in Arabic - which, of course, Jacob could speak fluently. Then

Chris wanted to do it, too - the way we idolized Chris, we’d have done anything he wanted. So

we said, “Sure; which one do you want to ‘jump’ you?”He replied, “Ali.”We asked Ali, since he

wasn’t a Muslim, if he had a problem saying “Allah al Achbar!” He replied, “All my 103 Arab

brothers are Christians now, too, and they said it.”We all said, “OK; duh!” So he and Chris did

it.Of course, none of them had ever had any intention of harming Jacob. In fact, they’d taken it

on as a project that Jacob was going to “double up” with every single one of our Arab brothers.

It would obviously take 104 nights to do so, and they were working their way through it. But it

was important to them, as a symbol that we’d managed to get rid of that racial animosity.Jacob

told us afterward that every single one of them had actually touched the blade against his

throat - and it was a tribute (I guess) to how well Abdul had trained them to use knives, that

after 104 times, not a single one had even nicked the skin of his neck. But we felt we’d proven

to ourselves - and to God - that we really had become “brothers.” We’d video-recorded it - and

instead of showing it on the www all at once, we showed them one at a time, over the course of

several days.Then people wanted us to demonstrate it - so we did. Of course, we could have

used a dull knife - but we made a point of showing the crowd how sharp the knife was, by

slicing a watermelon with it in mid-air, Samurai style, and then doing the “ambush.” A couple of

more things - we always made a point of drawing the Arab guy’s name at random, right there

on the platform, to demonstrate that we trusted any one of them to do it. Shane had managed

to locate some news film of them drilling at their Al Achsa camp - and then demonstrated them

telling Jacob, “You are my brother.” The folks all insisted on seeing it.Then, Ali was the most

accurate knife-thrower of the group. He’d shown us repeatedly how he could sling a sharp knife

through the air and hit a bulls-eye. Then one day, he and Chris got Doug and me and Shane

outside, Chris stood up against the target facing Ali - and from twenty feet away, he threw three

sharp knives, one landing beside each of his ears, and one just above the top of his head.Then

Chris stood sideways to the target, his head tilted back so his throat was completely exposed,

and Ali threw the three knives so each landed in the target with its blade just against his throat,

in an arc. Of course, one slight miss, and Chris would have been dead. That night after supper,

we got the guys together and showed them. Bob had no clue what we were up to - as I’ve said,

he makes it a point of honor not to use his “gift” to catch us doing things.I’d never before heard

my brother Bob shriek in absolute terror (which, of course, was simply apt to make Ali miss and

hit Chris - but it didn’t.) He actually paddled both of them soundly, then and there, and forbade

them to ever do such a dangerous thing again (which we’d expected would be his reaction; so

they weren’t mad at him for doing it.) But then the next night, he let us do it again. And we

wound up putting that into our act, too. It generally got the same reaction from the crowd that it

had from Bob - shrieks of horror, gasps - and then they wanted to see it again. It was always

Chris and Ali’s act. Because Chris was our “star,” it grabbed more attention when he did it; and

none of the rest of us had the nerve to stand there and let him throw knives at us. Several of

the other Arab guys were probably good enough with knives to have done it, but none of them

ever wanted to try it.Then we added what Chris called the “William Tell” trick. Chris placed an

apple on top of his head, and Ali split it with a thrown knife. We did it hundreds of times - and

he never missed, a single time.Anyhow, the kids at the school got a big kick out of seeing “the

goon from CPS” rough up our “star.” We’d actually brought them ten paddles, so they’d have



some extras if one busted. So the principal gave Chris ten swats, one with each paddle; and

then Chris signed all ten, so they’d all be “official.” Afterward, he told the principal, in front of all

the kids, “When you wear all ten of these out on the kids, I’ll bring you ten more - and I’ll

probably need another spanking by then!”Well, the principal spanked one of his students; then

Doug; then another one of his kids; then me; then the last one of his guys. He spanked all of us

with the same paddle, and we all signed it - he didn’t use all ten on each of us.That was just

before lunch; so then we went to their lunchroom and ate with their kids. We stood in line with

the other kids, and handed them fifty cents to pay, just like the others. We played ball with them

at lunch time, and then sat through their afternoon classes. Chris thought it was funny. The

teacher wasn’t sure whether or not to call on us, since we obviously hadn’t studied the

material.When she didn’t Chris raised his hand - and, of course, knew the answer. In another

class, they gave a quiz - Chris and Doug both got 100%, of course.. It was a history class, and

I happened to know something about that particular point, and actually got 78%. When they

used the textbook, we shoved our desks over and looked on with another kid - and the one

who got to “share” with Chris, was a big hero at the school for the next couple of days.Then in

the last class of the day - Bro. Woods, the principal, was teaching math - Chris waited until he

was sure Bro. Woods was watching, then took out a stick of gum and popped it in his mouth.

Bro. Woods hesitated a moment, then asked, “Chris, are you chewing gum?”Chris took it out

and admitted, “Yes, sir.”So Bro. Woods asked him, “Don’t you know that’s against the

rules?”Chris hung his head and replied, “Yes, sir, I knew it was.”“And do you know what the

penalty is?” he asked again.Chris looked absolutely mortified as he conceded, “Yes, sir; an

automatic paddling - in front of the class.” (Chris told me afterward that he’d wanted to say,

“That’s the reason I did it.”So Bro. Woods told him, “OK, Chris; go get me the paddle.” It was

one we’d brought them morning, and was hanging on the opposite side of the room.Chris said,

“May I please ask you something first?”Bro. Woods looked for an instant like he thought Chris

might be about to strike him with a lightning bolt; but he replied, “Sure, Chris, what is it?”
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